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1. Smoking Rules.  There is a No Smoking Rule applied to all cash housie sessions. 
 

2. Cost To Play.  Cost of tickets to be displayed at each session.  No discounts shall be 
given on the price of tickets. 

 
3. Display Material.  Housie Permit, Permit Conditions, House Rules and Financial 

Statements shall be displayed at each session and made available for viewing by 
patrons. 

 
4. Rules Governing Children.  Children are permitted to play if accompanied by an 

adult but must adhere to the following: 
 

i. Books to be played by the child must be purchased by an adult. 
ii. If a child wins a game the winnings must be paid to the accompanying adult. 

 
5. Rules Governing Family Members of a Staff Member.  A family member residing at 

the same premises as a Housie Staff Member is permitted to play but must adhere 
to the following: 

 
i. If such family member becomes a prizewinner a clear announcement of that 

person’s relationship to the staff member must be made to all patrons. 
ii. The prizewinner must sign a receipt, which shall provide details of their 

name, address, amount paid and the date.  This receipt and the winning 
ticket must be retained and form part of the records. 

 
6. Staff Playing For Patrons.  Staff may play for a patron for a short period of time only. 

 
7. Tickets 

 
i. Books must be purchased according to the prices as displayed at each 

session.                                      
ii. No person is permitted to play a Jackpot Game without prior purchasing and 

playing Ordinary Games. 
iii. No person is permitted to play an extra jackpot tear off without prior                                       

purchasing and playing a Jackpot book. (Full cash sessions only) 

iv. Jackpot tickets and extras are to be played as a full sheet and not separated. 

 
 



 

8. Serial Numbers 
  
 

i. Before calling each game the Caller must announce the ticket colour and 
serial number.  If more than one serial number has been sold, each of 
the serial numbers must be announced before each game. 

 
9. Prize Money 

  
i. Prize money is calculated at a maximum of 75% of the gross takings.  

 
10. Jackpot Prizes.  A maximum of $1000 may be paid in cash for a jackpot game.  In the 

event that a jackpot is won to the value of more than $1000 payment must be made 
in the form of a cheque.  The prizewinner will be asked to sign a Jackpot Winner’s 
Declaration Form detailing their name, address and amount won.  A cheque will 
then be posted to the winner within seven (7) working days. 

 
11. Winning Ticket.  Providing all numbers on the winning ticket have been called in full 

and repeated in full by the Caller and checked by an independent player, that ticket 
is deemed to be valid.  The last number called by the Caller does not have to be on 
the winning ticket.  In the event that a game has more than one winner, the prize 
money shall be shared equally between the winners. 

 
12. Calling.  A number is not considered to be called if it has not been called in full and 

repeated in full by the Caller. 
                                                                                                                
13. Incorrect Calls 
 

i. If the Caller makes an incorrect call a correction must be made before 
calling the next number. 

ii. If an incorrect call is made by the Caller and goes unnoticed until that 
particular number is called back on a winning ticket, then the Caller 
must confirm with the patrons that the number was called and if so, 
that number is deemed to be correct. 

 
14. Game Closed.  A game is deemed to be closed when all winning tickets have been 

called back to the caller, the number of winners has been announced and the Board 
has been cleared. 

 
15. Disputes.  Any disputes concerning prize claims or the conduct of the Housie Session 

should be brought to the immediate attention of the Cash Housie Supervisor or the 
General Manager of Hunter Life Education. 

 
16. Right To Refuse.  Hunter Life Education reserves the right to refuse anyone to play 

who is intoxicated or who is being a menace or a hindrance. 
 
17.       Access To Records.  Permit, Permit Conditions, House Rules and Quarterly Financial 
Statements are made available at each session and may be inspected at any time during the 
session. 


